
4
Quasi-periodic

solutions
In this chapter, we study the quasi-periodic flows that appear at the Hopf bifurcations of rotat-

ing waves found in chapter 3. They are found as time-periodic orbits in an appropriate Galilean
reference, which simplifies enormously their search. The time-periodic orbits are obtained as a
fixed points of a Poincaré section. We have traversed bifurcating branches of quasi-periodic solu-
tions for the Hopf bifurcations at

�������
,
�����	�

and
����
��

. For the values of  considered we have
obtained different qualitative results than the ones reported in Soibelman & Meiron (1991). For
�������� and

�����
they found that the bifurcation at

�������
to quasi-periodic solutions is subcritical:

they obtained quasi-periodic solutions for
���

before the bifurcation point. In consequence, close
to that point, those bifurcated flows are stable. In the present study, by increasing the number
of Fourier modes � , we have achieved a supercritical Hopf bifurcation at

���	���
: the bifurcating

quasi-periodic flows are located for
���

after the bifurcation point and therefore close to it they
are unstable. This is treated in � 4.2. For the second Hopf bifurcation at

�����	�
, in agreement with

Soibelman & Meiron (1991), the quasi-periodic orbits are found for
���

greater than the bifurcation
point. More details are given in � 4.3. The behaviour at

��� 
��
(considered in � 4.4) is analogous to�����	�

, but in this case, we again detect a Hopf bifurcation to tori with � frequencies. The stability
of quasi-periodic flows to superharmonic disturbances is estimated by means of the linear part of
the Poincaré map and also with a full numerical simulation of the fluid.

4.1 Reduction of quasi-periodic orbits to periodic
We use again the spatio-temporal symmetry of our system, due to the artificial boundaries of the
channel at � and ����� . In theorem A.14 it is proved that every solution �! "�$#&%'#&(*) that lies on
an isolated invariant + -torus (a quasi-periodic solution), not asymptotic to a rotating wave, is a
modulated wave, that is to say, there exists ,.-0/ and 13254 such that

�! 6�7#8%9#8:',;�<(*)=�>�! 6�@?A:$1B#&%9#8(*) for every :�2.CD�  4 � 1 )
As a consequence, this kind of wave has the property that, may be viewed as a , -periodic wave
on time in a frame of reference moving with speed EF�G IHJ�K�>19)*LM, , for any integer H . In effect,
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FIGURE 4.1. Two representations of the solution vector �� �� ) of a quasi-periodic flow projected on the plane of
two selected coordinates namely, �G?3�J�A +�� ?�� )� ��G? +�)��.� , and �G?3�J� +  �� ? +�)���� , for 	�
 � �����������.�����I���� ������� ����/ . The range of values for (a) is � ? /�� /�/ +��*/�� /�/�+������ ? /�� /�/ ��*/�� /�/ � � and
� /�� /�/�/������*/�� /�/ �M+!��"�#� /�� /�/�/�������� /�� /�/�/���$��� for (b). In (a) a dot is plotted each %&� � /�� /�+ time units,
meanwhile in (b) only for � when �� �� ) 2(' � . The outer closed curve in (b) is obtained integrating repeatedly
for �=2#� /��*)� . This curve is also represented as a reference on the right centre of (a).

defining +�5����?<E ( for the previous value of E , and +�! ,+�7#8%9#&(*) � �! -+� � E (�#8%9#&(*) as the velocity in
the moving frame of reference at speed E , it turns out that

+�! -+�$#&%9#8, ) 1� �! ,+� � E , #&%'#&, ) 2� �! -+� � H � � 1B#&%'#&, ) 3� �! -+�$#&%9# / ) 4�.+�! ,+�7#8%9#*/ )��  4 � 2 )
Steps 1 and 4: Using the previous definition of +� .
Step 2: Substituting the value of E .
Step 3: Since � is � -periodic in � and a modulated wave.
Consequently we have proved that +�! ,+�7#8%9#8(8) is a , -periodic function of ( .

Throughout this chapter we suppose that the solution vector /  (*)��  "�10�#�2� � #�������#2�43 )� "(*);2
465 for 7 �  +��G���M)� 98 ? +�)7� � or 7 �� +�� � �M)� :8 ? +�) in the cases of constant pressure
and flux, as was defined in � 2.4 and � 2.5 respectively. In order to look for periodic flows satisfying
(4.2) in a Galilean reference with speed E , we consider the Poincaré section ' � defined in � 2.7
and the associated Poincaré map ;=<?>@' � ?BAC' � as follows: Starting from an initial condition
/ �D/  /�)@2E' � we integrate (2.17) for fixed parameters

���
and  , until a time ( < such that

+/  ( < ) 2F' � (see the algorithm in � 2.7) for the : < -th time, where : < is a positive integer which
represents the minimum number of times needed by the flow to return close to the initial point
/  6/ ) (the meaning of ‘close’ will be specified in � 4.2). We then set ; <  G/  /�)*) � +/  ( < ) , where +/
stands for velocities in the Galilean reference with speed E . In this way we have reduced the search
of quasi-periodic flows to a problem of finding a curve H#I

�
 /�) for the map HJ> 4K5LA 4K5MI

�
defined as

/ �NH< ��� #*E�# / ) def�O;P<M G/ )B?Q/ � +/  "(R<�)$?Q/  /�)�#  4 � 3 )
where the coordinate corresponding to ' � has been suppressed from ; <  S/ )!?T/ . We are then in
the frame described in � 2.8 to obtain a curve of quasi-periodic flows.
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FIGURE 4.2. Bifurcated branches of quasi-periodic flows at the supercritical Hopf bifurcation of periodic
flows at 	�
 ��� . Each curve represents � as a function of 	K
 � and has specified �L�(� . Both branches of
periodic and quasi-periodic flows are presented. Calculations are shown for � � ��I� and %&� � /�� /�+ . The
‘*’ correspond to Hopf the bifurcation at 	�
 ��� presented in figure 3.4. For the range shown, the bifurcating
branch consist of unstable quasi-periodic orbits.

From (4.1) we have that, if ; <  G/  /�)*) � +/  "( < ) � /  6/ ) then ; <  ��� /�)*) � +�  ( < ) ���� /�) for
�  6/ )=�N;��0  S/  6/ )8) and every positive integer � . Indeed, we can express (4.1) as +�! ,+�7#8%9#&,���( � )=�
+�! ,+�$#8%9#8( � ) for every ( � . Since �� 6/ ) � ; �0  G/  /�)*) � /  ( � ) for some ( � we immediately obtain
;�<	 ��� 6/ )*) ���� 6/ ) . Therefore we can generate different points on the same orbit as a solution of
(4.3). We avoid this lack of uniqueness by restricting ; < >�' �	� ' � ?BA ' � , for ' � an analogous
Poincaré section to ' � defined by

' � ��
/ �   2�B0�#�������#2�43�)��� � /��D#  4 � 4 )
where � �����  -2� 3� ��� � ) ?�� , or � �����  -2� � � ��� � ) ?�� (following the notation of � 2.4), for � 2.4 a
suitable quantity. For

���
close to the studied Hopf bifurcations we have chosen � �>� �  /�) , being

� 2 ' � the travelling wave exactly at the
���

where the bifurcation takes place. The value of � is
selected according to the studied Hopf bifurcation.

In order to trace the curve H I
�
 / ) applying the techniques described in � 2.8, we need an

initial guess for (4.3). The way we obtain it, is described in the following sections. Once we have
a quasi-periodic flow in H I

�
 /�) , we measure its amplitude as for the case of periodic flows. If
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FIGURE 4.3. Different curves with 	K
 � in the abscissa axis, for � ��� points as specified. (a) ) represents
the period on time for a quasi-periodic flow when the observer sees it as periodic. (b) The appropriate value
of � that converts a quasi-periodic flow in periodic.

�! "�$#&%9#8(*) is a modulated wave, using (4.1) and the � -periodicity we have

���
0
� �
I
� �! 6�7#8%9#8,J)

���
%
�
�5�

���
0
� �
I
� �! 6�@? 1$#8%9# /�)

���
%
�
� �

���
0
� �
I
� �! 6�7#8%9# /�)

���
%
�
�7�

Therefore its amplitude �  (*) , as defined in (3.13), is a , -periodic function of ( . This is not the case
for the rotating waves in figures 3.4 and 3.5, for which � is constant in time. In order to consider a
concrete value for �  (*) in the case of a quasi-periodic flow �! "(8) , we evaluate it at the time ( when
�! (*)D2 ' � � ' � .

4.2 Hopf bifurcation at Rep1
For

�����	�>�������
the corresponding time-periodic flow in figure 3.4 is unstable, but its temporal

evolution ultimately decays to the laminar flow.
The results in Soibelman & Meiron (1991) point out the existence of a subcritical Hopf bi-

furcation (they only consider ��
�+ ) at
�������

. According to bifurcation theory (see Marsden &
McCracken 1976), this means that the bifurcating quasi-periodic flows are locally stable. Follow-
ing this result we tried to find quasi-periodic flows in the subcritical region, but with no success:
we were not able to detect a quasi-periodic attracting solution for

���������������
and ���� . As

a consequence we direct the search of quasi-periodic flows to the supercritical region, i.e. for����� - �������
.

It is also known from bifurcation theory that in the case of a supercritical Hopf bifurcation in
which fixed points before it are unstable and after it stable, the branch of periodic solutions that
emanates at the bifurcation point is locally unstable. That should be the situation for

����� - �������
and thus the bifurcating quasi-periodic flows are locally unstable and consequently hard to locate
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FIGURE 4.4. Stream lines (left) and levels of vorticity (right) for a unstable quasi-periodic flow at 	�
 � ����$������� � ��I��R� � ���R� � ��/���%&�D� /�� / + . Surface levels are plotted for / 
�� 

	 ��? � 
�� 
 � .
The represented time instants are /��S)� ��� + )� ���*��)� ������)� � , and � )� � for ) ������/��� �� .
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aa b

FIGURE 4.5. Two representations of the solution vector �� � ) of a quasi-periodic flow projected on the plane
of the same coordinates as figure 4.1, for 	�
 � � ����/�!��R� � �� / +�� � �
� ��� �
� / . The range of values
for (a) is � ? /�� /�/ � �*/�� /�/ ���"�#� ? /�� /�/�/���� /�� /�/�/� � and � /�� /�/��$��� /�� /�/������"�#� ? /�� /�/ � ����? /�� /�/���! � for (b).
In (a) a dot is plotted each %&�!� /�� /�+ time units. In (b) a dot is plotted only for � when �� � ) crosses ' � in
increasing direction. This last curve is also represented as a reference on the lower right corner of (a).

by direct numerical integration, because the evolution of the fluid close to them does not remains
near as time evolves.

The Newton’s method applied to solve (4.3) does not distinguish between stable or unstable
flows. However, the difficult task is the search of a good starting guess for (4.3), searched as
follows. First we consider an unstable time-periodic solution �

�
 "(8) , i.e. a fixed point of (2.17),

for
����� �>�������

. Next we compute the eigenvalues of the linearization of (2.17) around the fixed
point �

�
by means of the analytical Jacobian matrix, obtained as described in � 3.4, and then we

consider the eigenvector � associated with the most unstable eigenvalue, that is to say, the vector
along which the flow escapes in the fastest fashion from �

�
. There is just a couple of unstable

eigenvalues, which are complex conjugate with positive real part. This is what we expect close to
a Hopf bifurcation. Then we integrate numerically the initial condition �

�
 / ) � ��� , for � � � � � a

small constant, and the direction � is taken in the real plane spanned by the real and imaginary part
of � , and thus � is in the plane of most unstable directions. The evolution of the initial condition
�
�
 /�) � ��� is carried on until a time when it become as closest as possible to a quasi-periodic flow,

according to (4.3) for
����� - �������

, following the bifurcation and E near to the one associated
with the corresponding periodic orbit for that

�����
. This first approximation of E is optimized

using the algorithm outlined in � 2.9. In this case we also observe a value of the return time , of
; < neighbouring to +��BL ���3 ��9) , being � the unique purely imaginary eigenvalue (together with its
conjugate) at the Hopf bifurcation.

The initial guess obtained in this way is improved through Newton’s iterations applied to
the function H  ����� # E #-/ ) defined in (4.3) to finally obtain a first unstable modulated wave for����� - �������

. At this point it is worth to mention the numerical difficulties in evaluating H because
the time needed to return to ' � is ,32F� ��/�/�/ #�! +�/�/ � as shown in figure 4.3 for

��� 2F� ��� � / # ����$� �
and ������ � . Likewise it has been necessary to adapt dynamically the minimum number of times,
: < , that the solution crosses ' � before it returns to the starting point. For

�����
close to the Hopf
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FIGURE 4.6. (a) Bifurcated branches of quasi-periodic flows at the supercritical Hopf bifurcation of periodic
flows at 	�
 �	� . Each curve represents � as a function of 	K
 � and has specified �L�(� . Both branches of
periodic and quasi-periodic flows are presented. Calculations are shown for � � ��I� and %&� � /�� /�+ . The
‘*’ correspond to the Hopf bifurcation at 	�
 �	� presented in figure 3.4. For the range shown, the bifurcating
branch consist of quasi-periodic orbits, stable to disturbances of the same wavenumber. (b) is a clockwise
rotation of graph (a).

bifurcation : < starts at � and it is incremented by � when
��� �

varies approximately in just + – �
units. If we change slightly

�����
the return time , should be varied in accordance. We impose that

the new value obtained for , satisfy � ,�? ,�� � ��� , for some tolerance
�

and ,�� the former return
time. If this condition is not fulfilled we increase or decrease : < by one unit, until it is satisfied.

The approximation of the Jacobian matrix
� H< ����� # E #-/ ) is implemented by finite differences

with extrapolation in which every column is obtained evaluating � in parallel by means of a
Beowulf system. This improvement, together with the use of the Broyden’s ‘good’ formula in the
update of

� H , suppose a enormous increase in the speed of computations (the details are given
in � 2.8).

In figure 4.1 we present numerical evidence that solutions /  "(8) of (4.3) lie in a + -torus and
are unstable on time. In a) we observe how the trajectory, projected on a plane of two arbitrary
coordinates of /  "(*) , fills densely a + -torus. On the outer curve of b), it is simply plotted /  (*) when
/  "(*) 2 ' � , but if ( - , , being , is the period of /  (*) as a modulated wave, we plot /  ��M) for �
such that / 
�� � (�? H , � , and H � � (8L ,�� , i.e. we treat /  (*) as if it were exactly , -periodic.
We note that, as we are on the Poincaré section, the torus is reduced to a closed curve, which
corresponds to the unstable quasi-periodic flow seen as if it were unperturbed. Likewise in b) we
let the flow evolve for long time and plot again /  "(*) when /  "(8) 2 ' � but suppressing the previous
time restriction. Here we can check that the flow is unstable, because it moves away from the outer
closed curve and falls to the time-periodic régime: a simple point in the centre of the figure.

Once we have obtained the first solution of (4.3) by the Newton’s method, we traverse the
bifurcating branch of quasi-periodic flows parametrized by

��� �
, using the continuation methods

described in � 2.8. In figure 4.2 we plot the amplitude � for each quasi-periodic solution as a
function of

�����
. It seems that we have achieved both qualitative and quantitative convergence
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FIGURE 4.7. Different curves with 	K
 � in the abscissa axis for �.� � points as specified. (a) and (b) are as
in figure 4.3.

because we obtain a similar graph on increasing the values of �3# 8 . It looks also clear from
this plot that the Hopf bifurcation is supercritical, so at least locally solutions on the bifurcating
branch are unstable. The analysis of the stability of a quasi-periodic solution is done by means
of the eigenvalues of the linear part of ;=< at a fixed point /  "(8) such that ;�<	 S/  6/ )*)�� /  /�)
which, analogously to the map H , is obtained by extrapolated finite differences. In the range of�����

presented in figure 4.2 the quasi-periodic solutions are unstable. Besides, these solutions,
unlike the bifurcation at

�����	�
, present certain symmetry: �� �  "%9#8(8) is an even or odd function of %

depending on the parity of � .
An indicator of the numerical effort involved in the evaluation of the map ; < is plotted in

figure 4.3(a) again for different values of � . The big slope of the
��� �

- , curve gives rise to high
computational cost as

�����
is increased. Finally in figure 4.4, stream lines and levels of vorticity

of a quasi-periodic flow are presented at six equidistant values of time in the interval � / #8,�� for
,������/�� � �� .

4.3 Hopf bifurcation at Rep2

As it was obtained in figure 3.4, for
��� - ��� �	�

the corresponding periodic flow is unstable,
so the evolution of (2.17) from such flow as initial condition, drives the fluid away from it. By
following the temporal evolution of this flow, we observe that the fluid seems to fall in a regular
régime, which finally proves to be a quasi-periodic attracting solution. This is checked in figure 4.5
where we plot the projection of the solution vector /  "(8) over the plane of the same two coordinates
as in figure 4.1. Each point in figure 4.5(a) corresponds to the value of the specified coordinates at
a time instant. As we can observe, the trajectory seems to fill densely the projection of a + -torus.
Plotting the same coordinates as above, but only when /  (*) 2(' � , we see in figure 4.5(b) a closed
curve, which seems to confirm that the flow lives in a + -torus.
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FIGURE 4.8. Analogous of figure 4.6 for 	�
 
�� . The symbol
�

indicates a Hopf bifurcation in the curve of
quasi-periodic flows.

Let us denote as / 0 the attracting + -torus. We need to approximate the value of E 0 which
better makes / 0 appear as a periodic flow. That E 0 exists according to (4.1)–(4.2). It corresponds
to definition A.16, which by means of lemma A.17 can be estimated as

E 0 ����� ����
	 �  (*)
� ( # for

�  "(*)�� +��
������  "� 0 ���  "(8)���)+�� � #

where ��� � stands for the integer part, � is the number of peaks of the wave / 0 for � 2 � / #*�=� and we
have used the midpoint of the channel for � �O8>L�+ . As can be easily checked,

�  "(8) is a phase
function as defined in definition A.15. With ( large enough,

�  (*)8L � ( gives an approximation of
E 0 which we optimize using the algorithm of � 2.9. Next we use / 0 # E 0 as the initial condition for
Newton’s method applied to (4.3) to confirm that our attracting 2-torus / 0 is in fact a modulated
wave. Once we have a first point  ��� � # E 0 # / 0 ) which satisfies (4.3), taking

��� �
as a continuation

parameter, we can trace the curve of quasi-periodic flows in the
���

– � plane by pseudo-arclength
numerical continuation as described in � 2.8.

As we observe in figure 4.6, there appears a branch of quasi-periodic solutions which bifurcates
from the curve of periodic flows. We emphasize that zeros of H< ��� � #*E�# / ) can either correspond
to stable or unstable quasi-periodic solutions. Since on crossing the bifurcation point

���	�	�
the

periodic orbits change from stable to unstable, the branch of quasi-periodic flows are locally stable
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FIGURE 4.9. Analogous of figure 4.3 for 	K
 
 .

to two-dimensional superharmonic disturbances. By means of the eigenvalues of the Jacobian
matrix �B; < L�� � we also compute the stability of the obtained quasi-periodic solutions. For the
range of

��� 2N� ��/�/�/ #��	��/�/�/�� studied, all quasi-periodic flows found are stable and the situation
is kept when � # 8 are increased. In figure 4.7 we present the curves of frequencies E #8, which
define the different modulated waves.

4.4 Hopf bifurcation at ReQ1
In the case of constant flux the bifurcation diagram of periodic flows is qualitatively different

to that of constant pressure, as is presented in figures 3.4 and 3.5. For
����


and �������� there is a
change of stability at the minimum Reynolds

����
 0 of the curve of amplitudes, but no new bifurca-
tions are born there. The first Hopf bifurcation occurs at the point labeled

��� 
��
in table 3.12. We

can summarize that the qualitative picture of amplitudes for
����
��

is analogous to that of
�����	�

.
The main differences are basically quantitative, because

����
�� �0�����	�
.

We compute the quasi-periodic flows that bifurcate from
��� 
��

following the same steps of
� 4.3. In figure 4.8 we plot their amplitudes, and again, as in the case of

��� �	�
we observe a

supercritical bifurcation. The associated frequencies E , , to the modulated waves are presented in
figure 4.9. The quasi-periodic solutions found from

����
��
are stable for

��� 
�� � ��� 
�� �!���/ .
At

��� 
�� ��!$��/ the branch of quasi-periodic solutions loses stability to give rise to a family of
attracting tori of � frequencies at a new Hopf bifurcation. Numerical evidence of this bifurcation
is shown in figure 4.11 where the same coordinates of /  "(8) as in figure 4.1 are plotted on ' � for��� 
 �N�! � / , yielding a perfectly closed curved after a considerably long time of integration. On
the contrary, in a similar plot for

����
 ����! ��� , figure 4.12 shows an unstable quasi-periodic flow,
which is attracted by a � -torus represented in figure 4.13. The new frequency of this attracting
solution is verified as in � 3.5, using also the Poincaré section ' � .

In table 4.10 we show the connections of the unstable manifold corresponding to the unstable
+ -torus for

��� 
�� ��!$��/ . The procedure follows the same lines as for the case of periodic flows
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��� 

attractor

��� 

attractor

��� 

attractor

�!���� � -torus ��� +�+ � -torus ���! � possible � -torus
�!���� � -torus � ���� � -torus !�/�/$� possible � -torus
��/ � � � -torus �� +�� � -torus !�/!�� unknown
� � ��� � -torus ������ � -torus ! +�/ � unknown
� +�� � -torus

TABLE 3.15. Attractors of the flow to which is connected the unstable manifold of quasi-periodic solutions. In
all cases � �N� , � �N��/ , �5�����I� and %&�B� /�� /�+ . The temporal evolution of the flow until the attracting
solution is reached is presented in figures 4.11–4.24.

described in � 3.5. For each unstable + -torus ��� , we approximate the linear part of the map ; <
defined in � 4.1 by means of extrapolated finite differences. Then we perturb � � in the direction
of the most unstable eigenvectors of the linear part of ; < , associated to two complex conjugate
eigenvalues of modulus greater than one. We follow the temporal evolution of this perturbed flow
until an attracting state is reached. For

��� 
 � !�/�/�/ the attracting flow seems to be a � -torus, but
for greater

��� 

the solution becomes apparently disordered. In figures 4.11–4.24 we show the

temporal evolution for the values of
����


presented in table 4.10.
Taking the disordered flow of figure 4.23 as initial condition and

����
 � !�/!�� , we make a
continuation of this kind of solutions to obtain several configurations of the fluid as presented in
figures 4.25–4.28. Figures 4.27 and 4.28 show different attracting solutions for

��� 
 � ����/�/ .
Finally the surface levels of stream function and vorticity of the flow of figure 3.34 for

��� 
 �
!������ , are plotted in figure 4.29.
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FIGURE 4.11. Two coordinates of �� �� ) for an stable + -torus on ' � . The parameters are 	�
 
 � ��! � / ,
�5������� , � � � �N� ����/ , %&�B� /�� /�+ . The integration time on the figure is about � �$��� /�/�/ time units.
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FIGURE 4.12. Analogous of figure 4.11 for 	K
 
 � �! ��� . We observe in this case that the initial + -torus is
unstable and is attracted by a � -torus: check figure 4.13. The integration time on the figure is about � �	��� /�/�/
time units.
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FIGURE 4.13. Final attractor for the perturbed unstable + -torus for 	K
 
 ����! ��� of figure 4.12, which turns
out to be a � -torus. The total integration time is of the order of +�! � � /�/�/ time units.
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FIGURE 4.14. The initial perturbed unstable + -torus for 	�
 
 �.��/�/�/ , is attracted by a � -torus. The total
integration time is of the order of �� + � !�� /�/�/ time units.
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FIGURE 4.15. Evolution of the perturbed + -torus for 	�
 
 �N� � ��� , which is attracted by a � -torus. The total
integration time is of the order of +�/!�� /�/�/ time units.
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FIGURE 4.16. Evolution of the perturbed + -torus for 	�
 
 �N� +�� , which is attracted by a � -torus. The total
integration time is of the order of +�/��� /�/�/ time units.
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FIGURE 4.17. Evolution of the perturbed + -torus for 	�
 
 � ��� +�+ , which is attracted by a nearly res-
onant � -torus, as can be observed. The total integration time is of the order of +�����/���� /�/�/ time units.
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FIGURE 4.18. Evolution of the perturbed + -torus for 	�
 
 �N����/�/ , which is attracted by a � -torus. The total
integration time is of the order of �� + ����� /�/�/ time units.
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FIGURE 4.19. Evolution of the perturbed + -torus for 	�
 
 �N����+�� , which is attracted by a � -torus. The total
integration time is of the order of �� � +��� /�/�/ time units.
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FIGURE 4.20. Evolution of the perturbed + -torus for 	�
 
 �N�$���$� , which is attracted by a � -torus. The total
integration time is about �$����� /�/�/ time units.
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FIGURE 4.21. Evolution of the perturbed + -torus for 	K
 
 ������! � , which is attracted by a set that reminds a� -torus. The total integration time is of the order of +��I����/�� /�/�/ time units.
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FIGURE 4.22. Evolution of the perturbed + -torus for 	K
 
 ��!�/�/�� , which is attracted by a set that reminds a� -torus. The total integration time is about +��I��� � � /�/�/ time units.
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FIGURE 4.23. Evolution of the perturbed + -torus for 	K
 
 �D!�/!�� , which is attracted by an apparently
strange set. The total integration time is of the order of ��! +�� /�/�/ time units.
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FIGURE 4.24. Evolution of the perturbed + -torus for 	K
 
 �D! +�/ � , which is attracted by an apparently
strange set. The total integration time is about �$����� /�/�/ time units.
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FIGURE 4.25. Attracting apparently strange set for 	�
 
 �N�$��/�/ obtained as the continuation of the attracting
set of figure 4.23 for lower 	�
 
 . We observe that in figure 4.18 is also plotted an attracting flow for 	K
 
 �
�$��/�/ . The total integration time is of the order of ��� ��/�/�� /�/�/ time units.
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FIGURE 4.26. Continuation for 	�
 
 ���!�/�/ , of the solution of figure 4.25 attracted by an apparently strange
set where we can observe certain order. The total integration time is about �� �$����� /�/�/ time units.
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FIGURE 4.27. Continuation for 	�
 
 �E���/�/ , of the solution of figure 4.26. We observe in this case a more
ordered flow. Compare with figure 4.28. The total integration time is of the order of ��� ��$��� /�/�/ time units.
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FIGURE 4.28. Attracting + -torus for 	K
 
 � ����/ � . Compare with the attracting solution of figure 4.27 for
approximately the same 	�
 
 .
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FIGURE 4.29. Surface levels of stream function and vorticity respectively in � /�� 	1�P� � ? ���� � for the strange
flow for 	K
 
 �N!������ of figure 3.34.
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